Institute Throws Out Welcome Mat Today

Fire Ravages Research Building; Damage Approaches $100,000

Fire raged through the second and third floors of the west part of the Central office and Research building of the Armour Research Foundation on Monday night, March 25. The blaze started in an organic laboratory on the second floor and spread rapidly to the third.

Fire engines arrived from the nearby station two minutes after they were called; however, during this time the fire had made much rapid headway that windows on the third floor were broken, creating a dense smoke.

Exact Cause Unknown

Damage was initially estimated at $100,000, although a final estimate will not be ready for some time. A commission set up to investigate the cause of the fire has determined it to be of fire origin, although it is not yet known what caused the fire to start.

Valuable Records Destroyed

Although no one was injured in the fire, the fire chief reported that records and notes of Dr. Francis King, assistant director of the Central office of record, were completely destroyed.

A mechanical timer with a thermometer in the second floor laboratory, where the fire originated, was destroyed by the blaze. Firemen were first on the scene at 7:30 a.m. when the blaze was first noticed by an office worker in the second floor office. The blaze was later traced to the second floor and immediately called the fire department.

A report completed by the fire department showed that the blaze was caused by a mechanical timer. The timer set off the fire, which quickly spread to the second floor and then to the third.

Progress

Ten Organizations To Sponsor ‘Kiddies On Kampus’ Party

Some new ideas have been added to the Illinois Tech campus. Ten student organizations have combined to sponsor a children’s party.

On the afternoon of Saturday, May 22, the affair, Kiddies On Kampus, will be staged for 22 children of 11 years, under 5 and 4 p.m.

Student-Parental Advisory

John F. Lam, dean of students, individually assessed children’s parents to ensure that the children with their parents will be in attendance.

Edwards will be awarded to children and parents. The fee of $2 per family will be collected at the entrance of the party.

Carnival, Circus Planned

A variety of events will be held at the party, including a circus, a carnival, a dance, and a variety show.


How do you find the Institutte for Psychological Services can tell you something?
Letter To The Editor

Dear Sir:

Although I am an electrical engineering student of junior standing, I did not attend the recent power conference. I happened to notice in the Illinois News survey that when students were asked what they considered the most desirable traits in their prospective wives.

Long discussions ensued about what was meant by family background, racial similarity, and personality. But one Techawg sagely mumbled it up, "What we think, doesn't mean a thing. All a woman has to do is flatten us enough and we'll be willing to move in with the mother-in-law."

SLIPTICK

A Kentucky colonel always closed his eyes when he took a drink, and one day a friend asked him why. "The sight of good liquor, huh," the colonel explained, "always makes me go washout, and, uh, shh, ah don't care to dilute mah drink."

The matter of little fact was heard at the hands of the state. The party has been no more, more, more. An average of the number of students involved in the incident was reported.

College World

War, Reds, UMT

Top Poll Subjects

P.S. One member of the poll group is always against any proposal made by the group, not only to defend against military training but also to resist UMT. A poll group consisting of four candidates against UMT was secretly set up by dissatisfied students with whom name calling and insulting.

TECHAWG CRITICIZES POWER CONFERENCE, CITES 'POOR CHOICE OF DINNER SPEAKER'

Dear Sir:

Although I am an electrical engineering student of junior standing, I did not attend the recent power conference. I happened to notice in the Illinois News survey that when students were asked what they considered the most desirable traits in their prospective wives.

Long discussions ensued about what was meant by family background, racial similarity, and personality. But one Techawg sagely mumbled it up, "What we think, doesn't mean a thing. All a woman has to do is flatten us enough and we'll be willing to move in with the mother-in-law."
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A Kentucky colonel always closed his eyes when he took a drink, and one day a friend asked him why. "The sight of good liquor, huh," the colonel explained, "always makes me go washout, and, uh, shh, ah don't care to dilute mah drink."

The matter of little fact was heard at the hands of the state. The party has been no more, more, more. An average of the number of students involved in the incident was reported.

College World

War, Reds, UMT

Top Poll Subjects

P.S. One member of the poll group is always against any proposal made by the group, not only to defend against military training but also to resist UMT. A poll group consisting of four candidates against UMT was secretly set up by dissatisfied students with whom name calling and insulting.
'Personality' Tops In Marriage Survey

By Survey Councilors

Everyone, especially women, wants to know the answer to one question, "What are men looking for in a wife?" And that's the question asked in this week's Tech Spectrum survey.

The very nature of a survey depends on the answers from most Tech's students interviewed. However, the questions asked on the survey are not the same as in last year's "Sexual Maturity" in that order. These results generally agree with those of the University of Miami, who also poll similar students nationally.

The survey is divided into two parts: Main's Chemistry Labs and TD Lecture Halls.

Main's Chemistry Labs

Remodeling of the chemistry lecture department offices was completed last week on fourth floor Main.

This area, formerly occupied by the chemical engineering department, now contains four laboratories and a research room, designed by Professors Frank M. Druschky, Henry C. Bauer, and George Larras, all of the industrial chemical department.

The next project will be to convert rooms 404 and 511 into lecture rooms especially designed for the presentation of visual instruction purposes. A projection booth and a speaker's stand equipped with electric controls and a recording system will be included in the rooms.

The electronically controlled drawing department will occupy the space on the fifth floor of Main, and will utilize five drawing rooms, the fifth, fourth, and third on the fourth. Each of these will have a capacity of 28 students.

All the rooms will be equipped with monitors and complete audio-visual equipment. The only one of the questions mentioned to remain the same is the following: "You can't expect any more than you pay for it."

Electricity Cut-Off Planned For Sunday

All electrical power on the campus will be cut off Sunday due to final installations to be made in the new power laboratory on the campus.

The cut-off will affect the Institute Research Foundation and the Institute's facilities.

Fireside service will be resumed on Monday with no changes in policy or rules.

Silent Films Shown By Alumni Association; 'The Old Nickelodeon' Recalls Past Days

As Open House visitors sit in the theater of new Medical and Chemical Engineering building, they will be taken on a TIP tour.

The Alumni association is presenting "The Old Nickelodeon," an assortment of silent films and the "The Old Nickelodeon," an assortment of silent films.

The first complete reel of action movies in the "The Old Nickelodeon," which will be shown at 1:30 P.M. on Wednesday.

A record break will be added to the schedule. The program will feature "Fatty" Arbuckle and "Mabel Normand," stars of yesterday in a hilarious reel of comedy action.

Second place winners taking part in the show are: Marvin Darnell, Virginia Martin, Anne Edwards, Lois Johnson, Audrey Wolf, and John Babbitt.

Nurses Invite Techs to Saturday Dance

The lady's hospitality of Techs is taking a new turn with its spring ball. The dance is scheduled for Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Institute's South Streets Ballroom.

Dress is formal. The dance is sponsored by the Ladies Auxiliary of the Institute.

It was suggested that the book which describes this ball can be obtained at a relatively small price.

SECC Approves Activities Form, Bulletin Board

Design of a bulletin board for the SECC dormitory was completed last week. The bulletin board is to be placed in the hallway near the entrance to the dormitory.

Each organization will be allotted a display on the bulletin board to place its notice.

The bulletin board will feature the following groups:


- A western comedy and Indian film on Sunday night will be "The Scarlet Affair," a film about the history of American Indians.


- The bulletin board will feature the following groups:

Man Of The Week

Sam Curiale's Projects Aimed At Increased School Spirit

By Bill Nelleson

Sam Curiale, Senior M1E, feels that a student version of the present directory listing instructors and secretaries would be a big step forward in bringing Illinois Tech students closer together.

An avid advocate of IIT, he feels that the student-spirit drive is still lacking and that everything possible should be done to overcome this important thing. A number of activities, Sam accomplishes his drives by getting things in shape. Last he worked in conjunction with the student union and argued before the student body to get them to agree with his proposal. Within a few weeks work will begin on the student directory along with another project.

Fraternal and Sorority

'Captured Brothers' Plan Pin Party

Right men were pledged in Alpha Phi's chapter of Pi Kappa Kappa and are being guided through pledge training by Bob Shyakin. They are: Bill Cooper, Charles Balder, Dick Logich, Howard Varnes, Don Franklin, Paul Hulbert, Frank Parkin, and Ray Gellerick.

On the social agenda is the annual sister dance on May 28. A pin party took place last week. As a result of an information delivered by the active chapter, brothers and pledges are looking forward to a "Pin Party" on May 8. The party will be provided by those Pi Kappa who have "bought" these little creations. The leap year supplies are Bob Shyakin, Frank Pepple, Paul Hulbert, Dick Hulbert, and George Westman.

CAPTAIN IN WHEEL

Friday evening, April 10, the Alpha Phi Pi mothers' club gave a combination card party and open house to raise funds for India. American and Swiss flags were offered and refreshments served. The house was then cleaned and ready for Saturday's "Roos dance," a party sponsored by Delta Delta society.

STATION F

The Delta Tau Delta house went into a total clean-up, Saturday, April 5, as the Delta expected of them. "Shorewood's" fieldmen will start meeting, all members and their dates must be in costume ranging from battered yachting caps to tuxedos.

"Lost Tables? No, but we do have--"

Here's a job for trained hands!

...and thousands of them are working at top speed for YOU

"I contained my one hour, $30 and a whole package of Poore's Country Guns!"

"These three men think 'Poore's Tracey' Nemesis can resist defeat, claim dressing Deanna Durbin. They may, but they can't outmuscle a Dyer!"

"Deanna Durbin--Made Only By Adams"

WESTERN ELECTRIC

A unit of the Bell System since 1882

It's Music Clubs

Journey To Morris For Road Concert

The Illinois Tech music clubs, consisting of five radio broadcast clubs in the near future, will give a concert in Morris, Illinois, on April 11. Under the direction of O. Gordon Erickson, 90 men now appear before the Illinois Tech high school student body.

During the afternoon of the afternoon, the concert will give a performance on the subject of "Morris lawn, Illinois, on May 23. An equal number of men will be given the opportunity of the group, and the clubs will perform in the history of the area.

CE'S Set Smoker

Date For April 30

The ABC Beer Smoker will be held April 30 in the Green Room of the Keyes club building, 43 W. Madison street. A portion of the smoker is to be used to acquire CE's with other men in the area. CE's who are interested in being sponsored by CE's, according to Don Miller, chairman of the committee, cards will be available.

Tickets may be obtained from any member of the society, either Peter, Stephen Wise, or Bob Smits, or Keith Moore.
Radio Engineers Hold Conference On Tech Campus

The Chicago IEEE conference, one of the most attended by the Chicago section of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, opened at 9:30 a.m. Saturday at Illinois Tech. Exhibits and lectures were held in the Metals and Chemical Engineering building and some lectures were given in the Chemistry building. Between 25 and 30 manufacturers featured nabbed their new products at this conference.

Benjamin R. Stahler, national president of the Institute of Electrical Engineers, gave the keynote address at the conference. Technical sessions on special interest subjects were held and papers presented, covered management and research, quality control and magnetic recording.

Lost Articles Go On Block April 27
By Jim O'Grady

"What can I do for this... What is it anyway?
It's shaped like a hot-dog, but it isn't. It's been called everything from a hot dog to a hot shoe.
I'm going to the sale at the South Union garage starting April 27 and maybe I'll lose it.
There's a lot of recognizability.

What about it? What do you do?

Passed on Block April 27
By Jim O'Grady

"What can I do for this... What is it anyway?" It's shaped like a hot dog, but it isn't. It's been called everything from a hot dog to a hot shoe.
I'm going to the sale at the South Union garage starting April 27 and maybe I'll lose it.
There's a lot of recognizability.

What about it? What do you do?

COLLEGE ARCHITECTURE

Students who have only just arrived at Illinois Institute of Technology this year may have noticed something rather odd as they cross the campus.

There is a building with a large, red sign that says "Chicago Institute of Technology." This is the new building that was designed by the firm of Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge.

The building is rectangular in shape and has large windows on all sides. The roof is flat and there is a large clock visible.

Junior Year Schedule

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 19 - 06

C. T. DUNN, KING OF THE CLIPPER COUNTRY

F. D. T. D., ROYAL OF THE PADDLE-WHEELERS

J. W. R. L., CAPTAIN OF THE LEAF-BOAT

WILLIAM B. W., OLYMPIAN OF THE SAIL-BOAT

M. E. S. A. R., QUEEN OF THE ICE-BOAT

R. L. S. L., ALOHE OF THE LAKE-BOAT

P. J. D. R., LADY OF THE OCEAN-BOAT
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How do you like your woman?

Do you page three?

Daphne Latour, Entertainer is booking her wardrobe for a ticket to MIRACLE ON 33RD STREET

*Last known address - 350 S. Michigan
Trackmen Outscore Navy Pier 68 To 54

Techawk Power In Field Events Provides Winning Margin

The Illinois Tech track team opened its outdoor season Saturday by defeating the Navy Pier branch of the University of Illinois. The final score was 68 to 54. The meet was run at Lakeshore park, which is being used by the Pier as their home field.

The Techawk's display of power in the field events where they totaled 68 of their points. They swept both the high jump and the discus. Amber Harris, high scorer for the Bearcats, with 14 points, was the high jump with a leap of 5 feet. 3 inches. Amber Harris and Ted Withers took second and third. Bob Gansliein threw the discus 110 feet to win the event. Place and show were in Harris and Jack Voughtmen.

Blackman's Wine Pete Walk

Gee and Walt Grinenk shared in the wine charity fund in the high jump. 5 feet, 6 inches. Bill Blackman was second on an injury to win the pole vault at 10 feet. Roy Eriksen, newcomer to the team, took second place. Running men Gansliein and Withers were second and third in the shot put.

Navy Pier was soundly defeated the Techawk in the running events as Eriksen won three and Jenkins two events. Jenkins, top half-miler, moved up to his mile, but was edged out at the last second by a Navy Pier runner. Eriksen easily beat Ben Solomon, the top Navy Pier runner, to win the third place. Next Hartman was second to Eriksen in the 100 yard dash.

Millerup's Yeast Point

The meet ended with a win by two hands named Millerup. The Navy Pier's brother Techawk Dave Millerup in a close finish.

Bill Colliard led most of the way in the 220 yard dash. Jenkins doubled fast. Owen Dymond, newcomer to the Techawk, got the third place as Eriksen was second. Jacky Mellenberg, usually second on Techawk, has been entering everyone to win some "gold" picture. He is in a small pay line. The gap is a stream of water in which the runner has to change pictures.

You Mere Season Overorder Way With All Four of the Spring Teams in Action. The baseball, tennis, golf, and track teams across the nation will give players of high and track main events.

Intra-Mural Track To Feature Eight Events; Broad Jump Tops Entries

Fifty-old trackmen will run in the track starting at 5:30 p.m. Thursday is the intramural track and field championship. The meet, one of the featured activities of Junior Week, is being sponsored by the Newman club. The field track and field events will be run off in O'Hearn Field. Best attraction is the broad jump with 14 contestants entering. Following this event in popularity is the mile run with 11 major players from Hopman and Brown will show in the shot put events.

The plan is to run the mile race in a series of heats. The first five men from each heat will be timed. This is the system that will be used in the 220 yard, 400 yard, and the 10 lap relay.

Outfield for the meet are Coach Clips Lamkin, Jacky Mellenberg, Mervin Withers, and Grant新冠肺炎, physical education instructor.

Events will be run in the following order: 50 yard dash, 100 yard dash, 220 yard dash, 440 yard dash, half mile, mile, 880 yard mile, 1 mile, 10 lap, broad jump, discus, shot put and discus.

Blaika Paces Golf Team In Eliminations

Elimination games were played April 10 at Westgate Valley Golf Club. In spite of high winds and adverse conditions, good scores were turned in. Frank Blaha from Hesse, Richard Johnson and Ronald Neubert, who lost the score in the opening round, came up strong. Blaha's score included Gordon, George Batt, John Gillet, Dave Pevsner and Roger Kraft. As a result of their low scores the first four men will temporarily compete number 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the team. It will be determined that all positions are open and will not be filled until after the first few matches.

A great deal of competition is expected for the top positions on the team. A stimulus was provided by Bob Walsh, professional at Westgate Valley, who generously announced that he would give prizes to the best four men on the ITT golf team. These prizes have not been completely decided on but are to be a golf bag.

Theo Xi To Defend Fraternity Track Title

The annual interscholastic track meet will be held Friday at one o'clock, and the campus has been invited to participate. The bears will battle with the bears, and the cubs will face the cubs. The intercollegiate track event is scheduled to be competed on a field that will be prepared for the meet.

KEEP FUN GOING PAUSE FOR COKE

If you're friends have been dipping your hands in cheese, maybe you've taken the right step. Whenever you feel the need for a little puff of white, one draught of Diet Coke is the perfect non-alcoholic beverage. It's the most refreshing thing you can imagine. White COCA-COLA gives you your hair and body just like a cold drink. Diet Coke is the drink for you. Don't miss it! Your choice of Diet Coke makes the difference. Get it in bottles, cans, and Dispensers. Diet Coke is the perfect drink for any occasion. It's the perfect choice for a professional appearance. When you want the best, choose Diet COCA-COLA. The source of your satisfaction is the only difference. ADVERTISEMENT

Coca-Cola

BOTTLE COMPANY OF NEW YORK INC.

(6)
Sports Personality Of The Week

One of Ron Altara's most remarkable
talents is his ability to drive
withstanding and other types of
leisure activities. As a matter of fact,
he was so hard to find that
the two games were played over a week
before the next match, and the cup
was awarded to the winning team
in the final results of the Inter-
mediate competition. Finally, when the
next match was played,
Altara was located in the
same place as Smiley Weaselman's
office. Ron was touring around all the
different places to pass the time of day.

It seems that
Altara (fondly
called "shovel-
driver" by his
friends) was
also a drummer
during his high
school days
in El Paso.

Beg Your Pardon
It's RUSS MORGAN's Top Deccam Record!

CAMELs are my favorite cigarette!

CAMELS are smoking CAMELS than ever before!

And here's another great record
More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!
Sivertsen Announces Completion Of New Dormitories By Sept. 1

The new dormitories now under construction, one at 830 and Michigan and the other at 850 and Michigan, will be finished by September 1, according to a report made Monday by Warren S. Sivertsen, director of admissions.

Each dormitory will accommodate 1000 men. Although there are separate rooms in each dorm, most of the rooms will be occupied by two men.

Applications for rooms have already been submitted by 120 students. Other interested in obtaining rooms should make application through the admissions office located in the Union.

Custom-Built Furniture Planned

The minor rates for rooms are $125 for double rooms and $150 for single rooms. Board each semester will cost $115 and the meals will be served in the graduate house.

All rooms will contain new custom built furniture consisting of beds, a chest of drawers for each man, a desk for each, a closet for each, an easy chair, and a bookcase. Mail service will be provided as well as chairs, bookcases, and lamps.

The rooms will have tile-topped floors and painted plastered walls. The color scheme will vary from room to room but no two colors have been decided upon.

Two Places Completed

There will be a public bath and a white tile wash room on all four floors. The dormitories will also contain a parlor and recreation room on the English basement.

All rooms will be located in one dorm and the upper dorm in the other. If there are not enough Truth students to fill the dormitory, the other students will be housed in the other dormitory.

To date, two rooms have been prepared in each building and work has begun on the third floor of the south dormitory.

EE Students Visit Locomotive Plant

Three bus loads of AIEE members visited the Electromotive plant in LaGrange Thursday afternoon, observing every step in the construction of streamlined diesel locomotives.

After the tour, the AIEE members took the Stevens building on State street where the annual student-alumni dinner was held. Students were seated alternately with alumni so that acquaintances could be made and information obtained about the current post-college engineering world.

Main speaker of the evening was L. J. Pflueger, director of training and community relations, Caterpillar Tractor Company, Peoria, Ill. "The engineer as an economic citizen" was the subject of his talk.

CHESFORD AND I ARE OLD FRIENDS. IT'S MY SMOKE.

"CORONER CREEK" COLUMBUS'S FORTHCOMING CDECOLOR PRODUCTION

WHY...I smoke Chesterfield

From a series of statements of prominent tobacco importers

"Chesterfield is my brand. I've been smoking them for about 16 years. I like them because they're mild and really satisfying. I know the kind of tobacco that's in them...it's the best. Chesterfield buys the best grades of tobacco. It's mild, light, rich, smooth-smoking tobacco. They pay the highest prices for their tobaccos. It's top-quality leaf."

A. J. Ewert
Tobacco Farmer, Paris, Ky.